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Our Team
Driver guides
Our driver-guides have continuous training in
order to satisfy our customers. They have a great
experience gained over time and know perfectly the
region and all its corners. If you want to visit hidden
gems, just ask and they will make you discover
magic and untouristic places.
You will not be disappointed.

Option Guide (GUI001)
With great experience and high quality,
Our guides will welcome you with happiness
and good mood for you to discover our beautiful
Switzerland with passion. Magical places to discover
and anecdotes specific to each guide. Our guides
are certified and are at least trilingual.

We speak
English, Spanish, French, Arabic, Portuguese,
Hungarian, Greek, Chinese, Japanese, German

Create your experience
This brochure shows you the best places you can
visit while you stay in Geneva. You can customize
your private tour by choosing your options.
For example, start your day in Gruyères, taste our
famous swiss chocolate, have fun in Chaplin’s world
experience and stop for a glass of wine in Lavaux.
Or Visit the highest mountain of Europe Chamonix
Mont Blanc by cable car and spend a relax afternoon
by Annecy lake for a fancy shopping.
The Keytours team will advise you how to spend the
best day of your life and create your own experience.
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Geneva
City tour

Options
Private boat (STCLOC01)
Mini train (STTG01)

City tour
This 2 hours city tour of Geneva will
take you by bus to visit the international
quarters of Geneva, as well as the main, tourist
attractions of the city, such as the broken chair, the
beautiful fountain (Jet d’Eau) and the wonderful Flower
Clock.
You will also get a taste of Geneva’s fascinating history
during a lively tramway tour or a guided walking tour
through the old town.
If you choose to do the City tour we will offer the Mini
train tour
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Annecy

The Venice of the Alps
Explore Annecy, the Venice of the
Alps, which features an old town area
with colorful pedestrian streets and lively
markets.
Enjoy a guided tour in the old town and take advantage
of 2 hours of free time to walk along the purest lake
of Europe, to stroll in the small streets and on sundays
discover the local market with typical products of the
region.
Annecy is very well known for shopping if you are an
addict, from small handcrafts shops to famous fashion
brands.
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Interlaken

Options
Jungfrau (KTO964)

Jungfrau - Top of Europe !
An unforgettable journey through
the Alps at the foot of the majestic
Jungfrau -culminating at 3454 meters.
Take a day trip to explore the mountains of the Alps
Bernese Oberland.
Overlooked by the famous trio of summits (Eiger, Mönch
& Jungfrau) this village in the heart of the Alps is full of
shops.
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Options
Trummelbach
waterfalls (KTO968)

Schilthorn (KTO962)

Schilthorn
Between Lakes Thun and Brienz
Interlaken you will find many surprises.
Step into the tracks of James Bond with the
Schilthorn cable car.
Enjoy a playful time in the many attractions, like the
Piz Gloria, the Bond World, the 360 Restaurant, the
Skyline Walk and the Thrill Walk.
Discover UNESCO
Trummelbach falls.

world
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natural

heritage:

the

Glacier 3000

Package : Alpine Coaster /
Snowbus / Proseco + Cheese +
Sausage + Bread

48

Options
Cable car (KTO921)
Snowbus (KPO922)
Package
(KTO997TT)

Experiment
Swiss Alps !
Jump in the mountains with the
Glacier 3000, dominate the snowy peaks
and discover breathtaking views of the valleys
of the Swiss Alps mountains.
Take advantage of the fun park, the roller coaster,
the snow bus ...
Cross over the Peak Walk, the famous suspended bridge,
walk on the glacier and snap this amazing moment!
A fully and unforgettable day in Swiss Alps.
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Chamonix
Mont-Blanc

Options
Cable car (KTO901)
Mountain train (KTO902)
Cable car & train
(KTO905)

Paragliding
(KTO909)

Exclusive lunch
(KTO905HT)

Mont-Blanc
Natural Resort
Plunges you into the atmosphere of the
famous Alps mountains visiting strolling in
the streets of this picturesque village.
The cable car of Aiguille du Midi which brings you to
3842m and gives you one of the best view of the glacier
and the majestic Mont-Blanc!
The Mountain train brings you to the largest glacier of
France also called the Ice Sea (Mer de Glace).
For the adventurers, do the big jump and enjoy paraglide
fly at the middle of an astonish landscape!
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Golden Train

Montbovon - Montreux
(KTO907TT)

Options
Chocolate factory
(MUS026)

Cheese factory
(MUS028)

Cheese Tasting
(RES002)
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Gruyères

Swiss Flavour!
Delve into the rich traditions &
picturesque landscapes of Switzerland
during a full-day trip.
Visit a traditional chocolate factory, enjoy the tasting of
the famous Swiss chocolate!
The cheese factory will introduces you to the secrets of
the Gruyère AOP making.
Head into the hills and visit the beautiful medieval village
of Gruyères to savor the rich flavor of renowned Gruyère
cheese in a local dairy and learn how to cook a Swiss
fondue.
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Lausanne

Options
Cruise (CGNL03)
Olympic Museum
(MUS013)

Lausanne benefits from an exceptional
geographical situation which places it in the
heart of the Lemanic Arc.
Go for a walk in the old town, its shops. little side streets
and see the clock come to life.
Visit the cathedral. It is the must-see building in the city:
often considered to be the most beautiful gothic building in
Switzerland. Concerts are regularly organised there.
Visit the Olympic Museum. Unique in the world, It traces the
history of the Olympic games though historical objects and
temporary exhibitions. Stroll along the quais d’Ouchy and
enjoy the beautiful views of the lakeside.
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Vevey - Montreux

Options
Chillon castle (MUS017)
Chaplin’s world
(MUS027)

Cruise (CGNV13)

Swiss Riviera!
Plunge you into the Charlie Chaplin’s
adventure: Immerse yourself in the
spectacular world of the silent film.
In Vevey, take a break to have lunch in front of one of the
most spectacular view on the lake and the Alps. Take a cruise
Vevey to Chillon with boat Belle Époque

Montreux, a jazz town surrounded by flowers, sculptures,
Mediterranean trees and Belle Époque style buildings.

Chillon Castle is one of the most fabulous testimonies of
medieval Europe in Switzerland !
Visit the Queen - The Studio Experience where the famous
band recorded some songs.

Lavaux Unesco

Options
Wine Tasting
(KTO931)

Classified by
UNESCO
Spoilt by nature, Lavaux is one of
Switzerland’s most beautiful regions
among
other
historic,
scientific,
sport,
winetouristic and even artistic attractions.
Have a glass of wine in the terraced vineyards of the Lavaux
worldwide known for it’s beauty, this protected site by
UNESCO is a magical place.

Lavaux owes its splendour to the decline of the Rhone
glacier and the Cistercian monks who, in the 12th century,
built miles of walls and terraces that are carefully maintained
by today’s winegrowers.
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Yvoire

Options
Cruise back to
Geneva (CGNY01)

Medieval Village
Yvoire is a medieval village built in
the early 14th century, nicknamed the
“gem of the lake”, located on the French
shore of Lake Geneva, between Geneva and
Evian.
Yvoire has received a national prize for its floral
decoration, and is a member of the Association of the
Most Beautiful Villages of France.
Discover one of the beautiful flowery village around the
Lake, but more importantly in Europe. Enjoy the many
restaurants and craft shops. Then take a boat cruise to
come back to Geneva admiring the landscape on the
Alps.
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Adrenaline

Options
Paraglide (KTO969)
Tandem (KTO968)
ULM flight
(KTO908)

Enjoy your unforgettable paragliding
experience and book a tandem flight! ...
Get a pinch of adrenaline all over the Alps in Chamonix
facing the famous Mont Blanc, or in the Bernese Oberland,
the scenic town of Interlaken.
Snap breathtaking views and live a great adventure
during your holiday.
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Hiking

Discover hidden places that you can
discover only on a hike.
Chamonix : From plan de l’aiguille to
the mer de glace
Interlaken : Trummelbach waterfall
Glacier 3000 : from the glacier to the devil’s quille
Col du Jaman : Discover a non touristic place above
Montreux with a fantastic view on the lake
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KPBC08PA

BUS PREMIUM MB-8-PA

#Pr

8 - 10 seats
This panoramic bus is the best one for a total
immersion with the landscape with unequaled
comfort and the best view ever.

* Our #Premium buses have larger seats and they
are more spacious
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KPBC48PA

BUS PREMIUM VH50

#Pr
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ium

50 seats
With its Panoramic roof, this coach
is perfect to enjoy scenerys on a
sightseeing tour in the mountain
or in the countryside with its large
windows.

KPBC48

BUS STD LUXE MB44

44 seats
This comfortable bus has large
spacious seats, perfect for a
relaxing day tour.
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KPBC19PA

BUS PREMIUM MB19PA

#Pr
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ium

19 seats
This comfortable Sprinter allows
you to admire the landscape with
its panoramic roof. Ideal for a small
group looking for new experiences.

KPBC20

BUS STD LUXE MB20

20 seats
A perfect coach for touristic travels
with its confortable seats.
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KPBC18BL

BUS PREMIUM MB18 GRIS

#Pr
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ium

18 seats
This black sprinter has a high
confort and equipments that makes
it the perfect solution for small
groups. Its inside layout makes it
very convivial.

KPBC06BL

VAN STD LUXE VIANO

6 seats
This luxury van with leather seat
is perfect for a family to travel,
you can turn the seats in order to
enjoy the best views.
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Palais
Wilson

Find us

Théâtre
du Léman

Statue Of Sissi

Brunswick
Monument

Fountain

The Statue Of
Jean-jacques Rousseau
Les Pierres Du Niton

The National
Monument

Floral Clock
Fontaine
De L’escalade

Barbier Müeller
Museum
Rath Museum

Tatiana Zoubov

The Bust Of
Henry-dunant

Maison
Tavel

Saint Peter’s
Reformation Cathedral
Museum Archeological Site

An
Ars cien
ena
l

Photografique
Center The General Dufour
Equestrian Statue
Le Mur des
Reformateurs

Pictet De
Rochemont
Statue

Jean-jacques
Rousseau
Museum

Opening Time
Everyday:

Art And History
Museum
Prints
Department

Fondation Baur
Petit Palais
Modern Art Museum

07:00 am - 05:30 pm
November to April

07:00 am - 08:00 pm*
Christine

May to October
*Except Sundays 07:00 am - 05:00 pm

+41 22 731 41 40
@ info@keytours.ch
Rue François Bonivard 8, 1201 Geneva

